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In an over-heated sitting-room at the Biltmore Hotel the
nightmare unrolled. My manager said I must place myself
at the disposal of interviewers. They arrived at all hours,
together and separately, and they all asked the same question :
" Tell us about Lenin and Trotzki," until I thought that from
the mere boredom of the word Bolshevism must die! As I
sat opposite the	teenth questioner who eyed me with pencil
and notebook, observing my clothes and the colour of my eyes,
and demanding a " story," I realized that there simply was not
enough material in me to go round. I had told all there was to
tell in the New York Times articles. I racked my brains for a
new aspect of the Lenin-Trotzki complex, but I felt myself
rapidly becoming inane. There was a perpetual accompani-
ment of telephone rings. Decisions to make : would I—yes or
not—accept such and such invitation or engagement ? Some-
one broke into an interview by asking on the telephone whether
Trotzki had " blue eyes or brown "—" because," said the
inquirer, " I was in Moscow and I saw somebody who answers
your description of Trotzki, and I would like to know whether
perhaps I did see him . « . but the man I saw had blue
eyes!"
The	press were waiting to photograph me by flashlight,
the Christian Monitor and the Jewish Journal representatives
were awaiting their turn. Friends of my father asked me to
" book " a dinner, Mr. Otto Kahn offered me an opera box, a
cousin of my mother's wanted to see me " just for an instant!"
Dick who was used to a quiet nursery life and lots of open air,
began to be too big for the room. I held my head in my
hands—the tension got hold of us both. We finally clutched
at each other's hair, and the gentleman who was waiting to
hear the colour of Trotzki's eyes probably heard our screams.
If I went out to lunch, a reporter acgompanied me in a taxi
to my destination interviewing me the while.
Sometimes I found that the invitation I had accepted led me
to a palatial house where women in casino dresses, plumed hats
and pearls, had been gathered together in a "henluncheon,"
and we ate by electric light, and there was real lace for a table-
cloth. These women always got on to the subject of Russia,
and all they could say or think of was " the poor Czar I"

